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ABSTRACT: A quantification of T1, T2, and PD in high isotropic resolution was performed on corpses. Isotropic and quantified postmortem
magnetic resonance (IQpmMR) enables sophisticated 3D postprocessing, such as reformatting and volume rendering. The body tissues can be charac-
terized by the combination of these three values. The values of T1, T2, and PD were given as coordinates in a T1–T2–PD space where similar tissue
voxels formed clusters. Implementing in a volume rendering software enabled color encoding of specific tissues and pathologies in 3D models of the
corpse similar to computed tomography, but with distinctively more powerful soft tissue discrimination. From IQpmMR data, any image plane at any
contrast weighting may be calculated or 3D color-encoded volume rendering may be carried out. The introduced approach will enable future
computer-aided diagnosis that, e.g., checks corpses for a hemorrhage distribution based on the knowledge of its T1–T2–PD vector behavior in a high
spatial resolution.
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Cross-sectional whole-body documentation using computed
tomography (CT) is already used as an adjunct to autopsy examina-
tions in several forensic institutes across Europe, North America,
Japan, and Australia (1–3). The benefit of this pre-autopsy scanning
is manifold. The corpse can be digitally ‘‘frozen’’ and the data can
be consulted at any time again and as often as needed without
destroying evidence (4). Furthermore, the three-dimensional (3D)
data can be used for forensic reconstruction as they are always in
scale (5). The advantage of fast data acquisition of CT technology
allows whole-body scanning within minutes. Based on this 3D data,
any desired cross-section at any window setting may be created
and 3D volume rendering becomes possible (6). This provides the
basis for so-called virtual CT data autopsies. CT is a powerful tool
for visualization of gaseous (7), dental (6,8), skeletal (9), and for-
eign body findings (10,11) as well as for postmortem angiography
(12,13). The major shortcoming of CT data is the rather insufficient
soft tissue visualization, besides the lungs as one exception (3).

Postmortem magnetic resonance imaging (pmMRI) may close that
important gap. Several pmMRI studies showed impressive soft tissue

visualization results compared to the autopsy appearance of the find-
ings (14–18). In contrast to CT, being a whole-body documentation
method with huge postprocessing potential, MRI remained, as yet,
restricted to predefined cross-sections with predefined contrast
weighting. In other words, the investigator has to decide, prior to
scanning, the area to scan, the image plane orientation, and the con-
trast weighting to choose. As there are innumerable sequences, each
providing different advantages for different pathologies, MRI suffers
from the necessity to find a reasonable compromise between quality
of the examination and the time spent. The result of these shortcom-
ings is that MR scanning in general is limited to areas of interest and
far from complete. The major disadvantage clearly is that the areas of
interest need to be defined in advance. From the forensic point of
view, a whole-body data set allowing any image plane at any contrast
weighting to be calculated would fulfill the requirements of a forensic
documentation. Each question could then be addressed with the
optimal images generated in terms of location, plane orientation, and
contrast weighting.

Furthermore, the 3D application of MR data for volume render-
ing was not possible in a satisfying manner. Clinical 3D applica-
tions were limited to contrast agent-enhanced data for vascular
diagnostics only by using, for example, the maximum intensity
projection technique to visualize the course of the examined
vessel system. As the three-dimensionality of forensic findings
cannot be ignored, pmMRI also suffered from the limitation to
cross-sections.

In summary, there are four major requirements to be fulfilled by
pmMRI in the future to catch up with postmortem CT in terms of
feasibility of data acquisition ⁄ storage ⁄ usage to enhance forensic soft
tissue documentation.

1. The MRI data need to be delivered in a reasonable 3D resolu-
tion, enabling reformatting of any section plane and volume
rendering for visualization.
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2. The MRI data need to be provided in a form that allows alter-
ation of the image contrast weighting after scanning, enabling
specifically addressed image processing and analysis for certain
pathological and forensic questions.

3. The information about T1 and T2 relaxation times (In MRI the
term ‘‘relaxation’’ describes the processes by which the nuclear
magnetization prepared in a nonequilibrium state returns to the
equilibrium distribution.) as well as the proton density (PD)
should be used in a combined manner for specific tissue charac-
terization, enabling color encoding of tissues and pathological
alterations in volume rendering.

4. The entire body needs to be covered with the MRI examination.

If these four goals are fulfilled, a pmMRI data set of an entire
human corpse can be stored that enables any specific question to
be addressed afterward with optimal contrast weighting and optimal
image plane direction at any body location. Also volume rendering
will be possible allowing for MR data-based virtual autopsies of
the soft tissues that were so far not sufficiently possible based on
CT data with its rather poor soft tissue discrimination.

An MRI scanning technique for the future of pmMR scanning is
presented that was developed to fulfill these four requirements.

Material and Methods

For comprehensibility reasons, the main characteristics of the
introduced scanning approach are dealt with separately throughout
the publication although its combined application represents part of
the fundamental progress. At this point, the authors assume that the
interested reader has basic MR knowledge and only the information
is given that is needed to understand the aspects of the newly
implemented data acquisition approach. General MRI background
information may be obtained from text books (19). MR scanning
was performed on a 1.5 Tesla system (Achieva, Philips Medical
Systems, Best, the Netherlands) using the Quadrature Body Coil
and a 16 channel SENSE Neuro Vascular coil. All isotropic and
quantified postmortem magnetic resonance (IQpmMR) examina-
tions were performed with approval of the local ethics committee.

Isotropic Multislice 3D Imaging

To be able to generate image planes after scanning differing
from the original acquisition plane (as useful for cardiac imaging,
where long and short axis images of the heart are visualized, for
tracking gun shot channels or stab wounds or for imaging of the
brain, where skull base parallel images are optimal), the acquired
data should have isotropic voxel dimensions. This enables reformat-
ting without loss of image quality. In general, MRI acquisitions are
highly nonisotropic, i.e., slice thickness is substantially larger than
the in-plane resolution. As an example, a field of view (FoV) of
300 mm using a 400 · 400 pixel matrix results in a pixel size of
0.75 mm. Conventional MR slice thicknesses range between 3 and
10 mm, such that the resulting voxels have a length that is in order
of 4–12 times its width. This approach increases the signal to noise
ratio and reduces scan time for the clinical applications. However,
to enable high-quality 3D postprocessing, such as reformatting or
volume rendering, the dimension of the voxel should be similar for
all three dimensions. That causes one minor shortcoming: the in-
plane resolution will not be as high as theoretically possible in
nonisotopic imaging. The presented technique is based on isotropic
voxel dimensions of 1.2 mm (Fig. 1).

There are 3D sequences used in routine examinations. These
acquire the 3D volume by performing a phase encoding in two

dimensions instead of generating thin slices with only one dimen-
sion to be phase encoded. Three-dimensional acquisitions are usu-
ally performed using short echo and repetition times because of the
restrictions in available scan time. Therefore, these sequences are
rather limited to T1 weighting and only of insufficient value for
general forensic documentation purposes. Instead of performing a
3D acquisition, the newly introduced approach is based on a thin
multislice acquisition that allows working with long repetition
times. Until a full decay is reached, further slices are measured in
the meantime. For the same reason, the multislice acquisition tech-
nique is also required for the quantification of the MR signal
decays (see below).

Quantifying the MR Signal Decay and Synthetic MR

Contrast in MRI images is manipulated with the MR scanner
settings. Variations in the echo time (TE), repetition time (TR), and
the application of preparatory pulses lead to so-called T1- or T2-
weighted images. Usually a range of different settings are applied
resulting in a set of images with various contrast weightings. How-
ever, the clinically optimized protocols do not provide the same
image quality if applied in postmortem examinations. Corpses have
a lower temperature than living patients, which alters their MRI
characteristics, such as T1 and T2 relaxation. The pmMRI settings
have to be optimized for all possible body core temperatures. A
whole multiparameter investigation could be performed at any tem-
perature to establish the optimal contrast for diagnosis. To avoid
this time-demanding procedure in this work, a more direct approach
was applied. A special sequence was performed that allows the
simultaneous absolute measurement of T1 and T2 relaxation and
PD. The quantification completely captures the information that is
comparable to a whole range of contrast images (20,21).

To facilitate image interpretation, the quantification results can
be visualized as conventional MRI images by means of the
approach of synthetic MRI (SyMRI Brain Studio, SyntheticMR,
Linkçping, Sweden; Fig. 2). It is possible to calculate the expected
image intensity of each pixel in the image as a function of TE,
TR, and prepulses, based on the T1, T2, and PD maps. This way,
any conventional T1-, T2-, and PD-weighted image can be synthe-
sized using only a single quantification scan (20–24).

The advantage of such an approach is that the optimal scanner
setting does not have to be known prior to the examination. Fur-
thermore, the quantitative results will assist in the measurement of
the absolute deviation from normal tissue.

Tissue Characterization Based on a Combination of Quantified
T1 and T2 Relaxation Times and PD

If the relaxation times and PD are known for every voxel, they
can be displayed in a 3D coordinate system with R1 (1 ⁄ T1), R2
(1 ⁄ T2), and PD. Various tissues exhibit differences in one or sev-
eral of those parameters and hence, each tissue is constituted of a
cluster at a specific position in this 3D space. Unfortunately, there
is no software today that can handle both the 3D real space and
the 3D parameter space simultaneously. To circumvent this issue,
one could choose to use only a single parameter, which can be
handled by commercial CT software. A better approach is to define
an axis through the 3D parameter space such that the projection
onto this axis leads to an optimal discrimination of the various tis-
sues. By using this approach, characteristic values are imposed on
each tissue cluster. The optimal axis is similar to the Hounsfield
Unit scale of CT data and the resulting images can be displayed
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accordingly. Alternatively, the quantified parameters might be trans-
lated into a specific color scale, for example T1–T2–PD into red-
green-blue. Using this approach, each tissue will have its own

unique color composition, which may assist in the visual recogni-
tion of the various tissue types. Quantification of MR signal decay
in isotropic resolution allows color encoding of the tissues,

FIG. 1—Reformatting performed on a quantified isotropic postmortem magnetic resonance data set of the head (displayed in a predominant T2 weighting).
Any wanted image plane can interactively be created in real time. Note the coloration of the lines and frames that indicate the relation of the different image
planes to each other. The user can change the position of the lines as well as the angles and thereby generate any image plane from the acquired data, e.g.,
to examine the brain in 1.2-mm-thin slices and to adapt the slice orientation to a gun shot channel (lower left).

FIG. 2—Application of postmortem synthetic magnetic resonance (MR) in a case of chronic myocardial infarction. User interface of a recently implemented
synthetic MR plug-in for Picture Archiving and Communication System work stations, which requires quantified MR data. After loading the data of a short
axis image data set default settings for T1, T2, PD, and flair images are applied to start with. The user may choose any TE, TR, flip angle, or in case of
inversion recovery sequences any inversion pulse delay for synthetic image reconstruction. Thereby, any noncontrast agent-enhanced image contrast weighting
can be generated from the acquired data set. Note the severe shrinking of the inferior wall (arrows) with signal decrease in all four contrast weightings best
visible in optimized T2 settings (upper left). T1-weighted upper right, PD-weighted lower left, and flair lower right. TR, repetition time; TE, echo time.
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structures, and pathologies in combination within volume rendering,
as is already possible for CT data. However, the soft tissue discrim-
ination reaches new dimensions using MRI as input for the 3D
visualization.

Whole-body Imaging

When the coverage of a large volume is required along the
z-axis, as in coronal or sagittal images in whole-body scanning,
there are several limitations to overcome. The acquisition FoV of
an MRI scanner is determined by the homogeneity volume around
the isocenter of the magnet. The diameter of this volume is in the
order of 40–50 cm. To acquire images of the entire body length
makes is necessary to move the corpse step by step through the
scanner. Clinical MR scanning is normally an examination of a cer-
tain area, and the patient can be placed head first in the scanner
when cranial imaging or imaging of the trunk is performed. How-
ever, when MR imaging of the legs or pelvic regions is needed,
the patient would enter the scanner feet first. As postmortem whole
corpse images are combined automatically according to their posi-
tion within the 3D space, any movement and turning of the
scanned object itself would result in insufficient image combina-
tion. This problem is solved by a sufficient table stroke, which
allows scanning all levels from head to toe in the same direction.
Practically, the device carries the corpse on the back side of the
scanner when the body has entered the scanner head first and the
feet have reached the center of the magnet.

After the actual acquisition, the images from the various stations
must be merged into large images that cover the complete body.
The two main challenges are to adjust the gray scaling of all
images to a uniform appearance and the continuation of the data
across the borders of neighboring stations.

The gray scaling of each image on every level is automatically
optimized for the signal measured in that slice. Images of different
body levels can cover distinctively differing volumes of body tis-
sue. These differences in covered body tissue lead to partly differ-
ing gray scaling within the initial images. When interpreting single
images, these differences have no relevance. However, when the

images are combined the slightly differing gray scaling becomes
obvious at the border between the scan levels. This phenomenon
was more apparent in T2-weighted scans (see Fig. 5c). The single
images could have been manually corrected to better match in gray
scaling. As this would be simply based on subjective impression of
the investigator, we hesitated to do so in order to maintain the
objectivity of the MR documentation. A possible future solution
could be an automatic gray scaling based on the entire data of the
corpse resulting in one homogenous MR image from head to toe.

The continuation of the resulting image across the scanning sta-
tions is sufficiently possible as long as there is no change of body
position during scanning.

Results

Isotropic Multislice 3D Imaging

Figure 1 demonstrates the use of IQpmMR data for generation
of reformatted images of a gun shot channel through the brain.
Any image plane can be calculated interactively and in real time
on a routinely used radiological workstation (example images: Leo-
nardo, Siemens Medical, Syngo). No loss of image quality can be
observed for any of the planes (acquisition plane was sagittal).

Quantifying the MR Signal Decays and Synthetic MR

Figure 2 shows a synthetically calculated set of short axis images
with different contrast weightings of a chronic inferior myocardial
infarction as the cause of death. The data set can be used to syn-
thetically generate images simulating the settings that result in an
optimal image contrast for a certain finding. Thereby, the data can
be used to investigate the optimal scanning parameter settings for
conventional MR scanning in case a certain finding needs to be
documented in an even higher resolution than the introduced
approach provides. Furthermore, it allows optimization of the
parameter setting for the general postmortem use by investigating
the relation between parameter setting and image contrast for cer-
tain findings at certain temperatures.

FIG. 3—Volume rendering based on postmortem quantified isotropic magnetic resonance (MR) data. The example shown demonstrates an approach to visu-
alize the brain in its three-dimensional structure as well as its gray and white matter composition based on a certain vector visualization of the quantified
MR data optimized for the central nervous system. Partly overlapping of brain tissues signal combinations with partial volume effect affected voxels along the
air containing pharynx causes an enhancement of those too. The coloration of any other tissue becomes possible based on the combination of its quantified
proton density as well as its T1 and T2 relaxation times.
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Tissue Characterization Based on a Combination of Quantified
T1 and T2 Relaxation Times and PD

Figures 3 and 4 show volume-rendered cranial data sets obtained
with the introduced approach. Certain soft tissues or soft tissue
findings can be visualized in their three-dimensionality. The first
example aimed on visualization of the central nervous system and
its composition of gray and white matter. Only the voxels

representing the values of either gray or white matter were given
high opacity ramps. Further tissues have been combined in a low
opacity ramp to outline basic anatomy.

Figure 4 shows a further example for the technique applied on a
corpse with a gun shot wound to the head and consecutive fractures
causing hematomas. In this visualization approach, a ramp for the
central nervous system and another low opacity ramp combining
further soft tissues are additionally included to display anatomic

FIG. 4—Volume rendering based on postmortem quantified isotropic magnetic resonance data to visualize the three-dimensional hematoma distribution in a
gun shot wound case. (a) AP view: Note a large subcutaneous right parietal hematoma as well as the subarachnoidal bleeding distribution. The specific
relaxation behavior of vitreous fluid was given a yellow appearance to outline the eyeballs as anatomic fixed points in the data set. Further blood accumula-
tions are present within the sinuses (asterisk). (b) Cranial view: Arrows indicate the correlation to the appending autopsy appearance of right and left parie-
tal hematoma. Asterisks indicate subarachnoidal blood accumulations. (c) Cranial view on an axial slice along the gun shot channel. Note hemorrhages
along the channel as well as brain tissue leaving the skull through the exit wound. Dashed arrows indicate the correlation to the appending autopsy appear-
ance. (d) Left-sided exit wound with surrounding hematoma (small bone fragments removed). (e) Right-sided entrance wound with large dorsally oriented
fracture hematoma. (f) Autopsy aspect of the brain with variable subarachnoidal hematoma. (g) Flechsig cut along the gun shot channel as autopsy correla-
tion to panel c. Along the destruction zone, intra cerebral hemorrhages are present.

FIG. 5—Whole-body postmortem magnetic resonance imaging for soft tissue documentation in a case of a vehicle accident as driver. (a + b) Exemplarily
shown are a coronal (upper) and sagittal (lower) slice stack in T1 weighting each. (c) Sagittal T2-weighted image. Dashed arrows indicate hematopneumotho-
rax with typical layering of air, serum, and erythrocytes. Asterisk indicates collapsed lung floating within the serum layer. Arrows indicate several subcutane-
ous hematoma at the lower legs. (d) Coronal T1-weighted example image providing excellent anatomic overview. Arrows indicate severe scoliosis.
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relations. The reddish distribution of the hematoma between skull
bone and skin and along the wound channel as well as the sub-
arachnoidal bleedings are clearly demonstrated in their 3D
distribution.

Whole-body Imaging

Figure 5 shows a set of coronal and sagittal whole corpse images
in T1 and T2 weighting in a case of a motor vehicle accident. The
T2-weighted images document all subcutaneous and fracture-related
hematomas in scale, which can be used for reconstruction purposes.
The left-sided hematopneumothorax as the cause of death is best
seen on the sagittal T2-weighted images.

Discussion

The present publication exemplarily demonstrates that MR data
of a corpse can be acquired and stored in a way that enables
sophisticated postprocessing optimized for any purpose. Investiga-
tions into digital body data can be performed even years after the
corpse has been buried and newly arising questions concerning soft
tissue findings can be addressed in a specifically optimized manner.
CT has already provided this opportunity for skeletal findings and
for gas accumulations within the body in a forensically satisfying
quality, and MR imaging can now catch up with extending this
objective to an in-scale 3D documentation of all soft tissues of the
corpse as well (Table 1). Thereby the absence of, e.g., a myocardial
infarction can be proven if necessary or its localization and dimen-
sions can be assessed and visualized (16).

What Will be the Intermediate-term Impact on Postmortem
Investigations?

Especially, the quantified MR data open new horizons for the
use of MR imaging. As the normal relaxation behavior of any tis-
sue can now be expressed in a specific tissue value given by a
combination of T1, T2, and PD values, any alterations can be
assessed by quantifying their relaxation behavior. Having estab-
lished and validated certain ranges for normal tissue and its patho-
logical alterations, automatic image analysis will become possible.
Initial studies (including postmortem studies) are already in pro-
gress to create a feasible scale to work with for human tissue quan-
tification data. After validation, there will be a MR quantification
scale comparable to the Hounsfield Unit scale in CT, but with a
distinctively more powerful soft tissue analysis potential.

However, as the signal behavior of tissues in MR is much more
sensitive than X-ray absorption behavior in CT, the MR values are
distinctively more susceptible to varying characteristics of the
corpse. Especially, the strong temperature dependence of predomi-
nantly the T1 relaxation time needs to be taken into consideration
when compiling tissue ranges as these will be only valid for a
known body temperature. A possible solution for that problem is
provided by the introduced approach itself based on the strong tem-
perature dependence of the T1 relaxation. When the temperature–
T1 relaxation time curve is obtained for tissues that are relatively
stable in composition, such as cerebrospinal fluid or the serum
layer in sedimented blood, these curves can be consulted to esti-
mate the body core temperature the corpse had during scanning.
First, feasibility ex situ experiments on the temperature dependence
of human serum turned out to be promising and justify future vali-
dation studies to be performed. By having the quantified MR data
of a corpse, the accuracy of MR-based temperature estimation may
be improved by combining temperature curves of several relatively
stable composed tissues.

The strong dependence of the technique on the hydrogen protons
of water may become a problem to solve when compiling normal
tissue ranges as, e.g., in open trauma cases the drying of internal
tissues can affect the obtained tissue values. As an example, one of
the first examined corpses presented with an open trauma to the
skull and the brain values behaved distinctively different from fur-
ther examined cases. On the other hand, it may become a very sen-
sitive technique to quantify the water content of tissues. In other
words, edematous tissue alterations can be quantified objectively by
measuring the water content and by correlating the obtained values
to normal ranges. This possibility will open up horizons in future
cerebral and myocardial diagnostics.

Besides having also the entire soft tissue of the human body doc-
umented in a nonobserver-dependent manner and in 3D, which is
an enormous advance in itself, the quantified nature of the data set
gives new and very promising tools to work with. Knowing the
pmMR relaxation behavior of, e.g., inflammatory processes, it will
be possible to check the whole corpse for an inflammation within
seconds by searching for voxels that show an inflammatory-specific
combination of T1 and T2 relaxation times and PD highlighted by
a certain color encoding. Knowing the specific relaxation behavior
of different tumors, the data enable checking the corpse for a possi-
ble metastasis distribution within seconds and in a spatial resolution
that no autopsy can reach. Based on the results from a recent study
(25), this already became true for hemorrhages, which is indicated
in Fig. 4. The list may be extended with all the soft tissue findings

TABLE 1—Comparison of strengths and weaknesses of computed tomography (CT), clinical MRI, and IQpmMR. The application of CT and IQpmMR in a
combined manner represents the optimal whole-body documentation approach for forensic purposes (bold print).

CT Clinical MRI IQpmMR

A—Skeleton, dentition, foreign bodies, gaseous
findings—visualization in 2D

Excellent Poor–moderate Moderate

B—General soft tissue visualization in 2D Poor–moderate Excellent Excellent
C—Reformatting Excellent Poor Excellent
D—Volume rendering Excellent Poor Excellent
E—Quantitative tissue characterization (skeleton,
dentition, foreign bodies, gas)

Excellent (partly extended
Hounsfield Unit scale)

Poor Moderate (3D-Tl,
T2, PD-space)

F—Quantitative tissue characterization (soft tissue
anatomy and pathology)

Moderate (Hounsfield Unit scale) Moderate Excellent (3D-T1,
T2, PD-space)

G—Color encoded 3D tissue visualization (D + E) Excellent Poor Moderate
H—Color encoded 3D tissue visualization (D + F) Moderate Poor Excellent

MRI, magnetic resonance imaging; IQpmMR, isotropic and quantified postmortem magnetic resonance.
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that are relevant in postmortem examinations and which contain
sufficient tissue hydrogen protons to work with. Even in severely
putrefied corpses, pmMRI can still provide pathological insight
into, e.g., the brain when autopsy already fails in dissecting the
organ as a consequence of the liquidation. Therefore, the technique
may be of limited value only in severely mummified corpses (26)
or in adipocere cases (27).

The data acquisition technique that fulfills the requirements of
sufficient soft tissue documentation could already be implemented.
Today’s shortcoming of the introduced technique is that there is no
software, which combines all visualization possibilities that the
acquired data provide. Reformatting and volume rendering run well
on regular radiological workstations. For generating synthetic MR
images, the data need to be loaded onto a personal computer with
software recently developed for that purpose. At the time of manu-
script submission, a first plug-in for a Picture Archiving and Com-
munication System is about to be implemented but it is not
implemented yet on radiological workstations in a general manner.
Therefore, the current research efforts at the publication’s host insti-
tutes aim on implementing a forensically optimized workstation for
postmortem CT and MR data sets (28). For the suitable use of
IQpmMR data, the workstation should allow reformatting, volume
rendering, and change of contrast weighting in quantified isotropic
MR data sets of a whole corpse to be handled. Computer-aided
diagnostics need to be implemented based on established ranges of
the signal behavior of normal postmortem tissue and pathological
alterations. Besides automated localization of pathological soft tis-
sue findings, a volumetric quantification might also be performed
automatically, e.g., the blood volume contained in subcutaneous
and internal hematoma may be calculated and can thereby be
related to the cause of death as well.

For MR scanning, the main issue that needs to be taken into
consideration is the scanning time. All the given study example
cases were scanned within a time frame of 1.5 h. These scans con-
sisted of a whole-body scanning using a proper T1 and T2 weight-
ing in sagittal and coronal planes, which took c. 20 min.
Additionally, the head and neck or the thorax were documented
using IQpmMR, which took another c. 60 min. The remaining
10 min were used for corpse and coil handling as well as for local-
izer scanning. The acquired data sets have a size of c. 1 gigabyte.

Within a reasonable examination time frame of 2 h, a whole
corpse can be documented using the IQpmMR technique in a spa-
tial resolution of c. 1.5 mm (depending on the actual length of the
body) on today’s most spread 1.5 tesla scanners. For future applica-
tions using 3 tesla scanners, the spatial resolution of 1.2 mm as
given in the example data sets can be extended to the entire corpse
not exceeding 2 h of scan time.

Conclusion

The present work introduces the methodological progress that
optimizes MR scanning for the forensic environment and for post-
mortem use in general. The MR data are acquired in a quantified
manner, which allows for any known noncontrast agent-enhanced
image weighting to be synthetically calculated. Furthermore, the
data are provided in sufficient isotropic spatial resolution that
enables sophisticated 3D postprocessing, such as reformatting any
wanted image plane or volume rendering, to display the entire 3D
whole volume. Quantification in isotropic resolution allows charac-
terization and color encoding of tissues and pathologies in 3D
imaging. The whole body can be documented from head to toe
by MRI. Therefore, the combination of the introduced approaches
has the potential to catch up to the application of CT by

providing the missing soft tissue information in a comparably
complete way.
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